
Wireless development: innovation 
that makes a difference

WIRELESS



Wireless experts who will transform 
your products and business
Through 50 years of groundbreaking projects for our clients we have 
become the world’s largest independent wireless development team.  We 
transform our clients’ businesses by providing excellent unbiased advice, 
creating and exploiting fantastic wireless technology and developing 
world-beating products. Our clients range from tier 1 blue chips to 
dynamic start-ups, who see a step change in their market potential 
resulting from our input.  In their words: “stimulating existing markets and 
opening up new ones.”

We work with our customers to explore the art-of-the-possible, overcome 
tough technical or programme challenges, define market-leading 
roadmaps and develop exceptional products. And we do this quickly, with 
minimum risk.  Being first to market with a compelling product or cost 
advantage can radically improve market potential. This advantage is born 
out of innovation.

We do this expertly in a wide range of market and technology sectors, 
including:

 � Mobile & cellular, including broadband and femtocells

 � Consumer wireless products & services

 � Professional radio communication systems

 � Wireless medical devices, systems & connected health (mHealth)

 � Homeland security & defence 

 � Machine-to-machine & wireless automation

 � Smart energy & metering

 � Wireless audio & video 

 � Location & positioning

 � Satellite communications

LTE Development
“… we had full confidence that 

Cambridge Consultants could 

deliver exactly what we needed, 

when we needed it, to expand the 

capabilities of our product in what 

were very demanding timescales.  

Their ability to work closely with us 

and their approach to development 

ensured that we got the quality 

that our customers expect.”



Wireless Development at Cambridge Consultants
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Our track record has made us a recognised world leader in radio, with expertise 
in all wireless technologies.  Our independence from specific wireless standards 
or technologies allows us to focus our efforts on the best solution to the problem.  
This unbiased advice is valued by our clients, who use us to help them solve their 
most difficult challenges and minimise their technology and market risks.

We strive to provide technical excellence in our projects and have developed many 
world firsts including:

 � The world’s first (and only) satellite modem that fits in the palm of the hand

 � The world’s first, and now market-leading, single-chip CMOS Bluetooth 
solution with our spin-out Cambridge Silicon Radio (CSR)

 � The world’s first European UWB product to obtain FCC certification 

 � The world’s first cordless fully-featured intercom system for television and 
major events

 � The world’s first Continua Health-certified Bluetooth device for connected 
healthcare

 � The world’s first independent ‘made for iPhone’ Bluetooth protocol stack

Our complete ‘turnkey’ services span from initial portfolio planning and concept 
definition, through to studies and system design, implementation, manufacture 
and support in the field. We treat every project with the same professional rigour. 
We don’t subscribe to the view that wireless is a ‘black art’ - instead we employ 
a proprietary ISO9001-registered design process that yields predictable and 
repeatable results, even on the most demanding projects.

Consumer Product 
Development
“… for some tough jobs, if we 

went anywhere else, it would take 

longer and the results would be 

lower quality…”

Unrivalled wireless 
expertise
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Wireless Development at Cambridge Consultants

We deliver excellent solutions in shorter timescales and with greater planning 
accuracy, through the combination of our team’s expertise, our specialist know-how 
and design processes, access to compelling intellectual property and our unique 
cross-market insight.

Over our 50-year history, we have honed our development approach and tools to be 
best in class.  These capabilities include: 

 � Rigorous Prince 2 accredited project management 

 � A project and document management system that is accessible by customers and 
underpins everything we do

 � Our own radio signal processing design methodology and toolsets - the 
SDRFramework™

 � Software development support systems, including server clusters for build control, 
static code analysis, test and simulation environments, and issue tracking

 � Scientific, mathematical, electronic, ASIC and mechanical CAD toolsets

 � Fully-equipped labs, including specialist facilities like anechoic chambers

 � In-house electronic production and assembly facility enabling rapid and secure 
prototype manufacture 

 � In-house mechanical workshops with state-of-the art CNC machines and rapid  
plastics prototyping

A design process 
that delivers the 

highest quality in 
the shortest time  
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Satellite Communication 
Development
“…the smoothness with which we 

achieved successful operation is a 

testament to the high quality work 

that Cambridge Consultants is capable 

of delivering.  I’m still completely in 

awe that you put a redesigned-from-

the-ground-up transceiver on the 

network and had it work without a 

single hiccup.  An amazing feat.” 
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Wireless Development at Cambridge Consultants

As leading practitioners in wireless technology we also invest in intellectual 
property: reference designs, software stacks, circuit boards and tools that 
bring significant schedule and risk reductions to our clients.  This enhances our 
quality and productivity and allows us to explore the capabilities of new and 
emerging technology.

Our portfolio of wireless intellectual property includes:

 � Small cell and high-performance base station technology

 � Cognitive radio technology

 � Wireless audio and video technology

 � Short-range connectivity technology for phone accessories

 � Connected health and wireless medical technologies

 � Critical processing blocks for wireless ASIC design

 � Design methodologies and toolkits for rapid high-quality wireless design

Licensees of our intellectual property exist in a diverse range of markets and 
are located throughout the Americas, Europe and Asia.  Get in touch to find out 
more about our intellectual property and how it could help your products stand 
out from the crowd.

Military Radio Development
“Cambridge Consultants has a proven 

track record of developing technically 

challenging and ‘mission critical’ 

communications technologies, 

and bringing them to operational 

readiness quickly.  As a result, we did 

not hesitate in selecting Cambridge 

Consultants as our technology 

partner and have every confidence in 

the company’s ability to develop the 

electronics and software efficiently, 

whilst still adhering to the stringent 

requirements necessary for success.”

Compelling 
intellectual property 



Cambridge Consultants
For over 50 years, Cambridge Consultants has 
enabled its clients to turn business opportunities 
into commercial successes, whether launching new 
products, entering new markets or expanding through 
the introduction of new technologies.  We develop 
breakthrough products and systems, create and license 
intellectual property and address technology critical 
issues for clients worldwide.

With a team of more than 400 engineers, scientists, 
mathematicians, designers and consultants backed 
by state-of-the-art tools, laboratories and equipment 
we offer solutions across a diverse range of industries 
including medical technology, industrial and consumer 
products, defence and security, energy and, of course, 
wireless technology.

Our wireless division offers world-leading skills in radio 
system design, RF engineering, analogue, digital and 
ASIC electronic design, signal processing, algorithm 
development, software development, industrial design, 
human factors engineering, mechanical design, 
production engineering and programme management.  
Our teams are supported with fully equipped 
laboratories, screened test rooms, state-of-the-art 
tools, in-house electronic production and mechanical 
fabrication facilities.



Cambridge Consultants is part of the Altran group, a global  
leader in innovation. www.Altran.com

www.CambridgeConsultants.com

Cambridge UK  •  Boston USA  •  Singapore


